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Abstract: This paper reports on the writing of long period gratings (LPGs) in a six-ring pure silica 
solid core, and large mode area photonic crystal fiber (fiber core diameter ρ = 10.1 µm) using a CO2 
laser system, and the characterization of their strain and temperature sensitivities. Temperature and 
strain sensitivities in the order of –19.6 pm/℃ and –88 pm/µε, respectively, were obtained, which 
were comparable or surpassed values of the similar photonic crystal fiber (PCF)-based LPG or sensor 
configurations found in the literature. 
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1. Introduction 

Photonic crystal fiber (PCF), also called 
microstructured optical fiber (MOF), is a type of 
optical fiber with a microstructured cladding, which 
improves some light propagation features and even 
introduces new ones when compared to the 
properties of conventional optical fibers [1, 2]. For 
example, they operate as single mode optical 
waveguides over a broad range of wavelengths [3]; 
they present lower bend losses [4]; they enable 
specific designs for the exploitation of nonlinearities 
[5], and they can also guide light in hollow cores [6]. 
This class of optical fiber is characterized by a 
particular set of design parameters, such as the 
diameter, d, of the air holes in the cladding, core 

diameter, ρ, and pitch, ΛPCF, that allows one to 
design the fiber for specific operational purposes. 
Moreover, sensing with PCFs provides a new way of 
measuring physical parameters, such as pressure and 
temperature, and also chemical compounds, among 
others. For instance, the holes in the cladding can 
also be filled with proper liquids or gases providing 
increased sensitivity of measurands [7, 8]. 

Several fabrication methods, such as ultraviolet 
(UV) laser exposure [9], CO2 laser irradiation [10, 
11], and femtosecond laser exposure [12], have been 
employed to write long period fiber gratings (LPGs) 
in solid core photonic crystal fibers. The CO2 laser 
irradiation technique is more flexible and offers 
lower cost as no phase masks and no special 
photosensitive fiber are required to write the grating, 
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as compared to the UV laser exposure technique. In 
addition, the CO2 laser irradiation process can be 
controlled via the point-by-point inscription 
technique to generate complex grating profiles. In 
this way, the use of CO2 laser for writing LPGs in 
PCFs is one of the most adequate and flexible 
methods to obtain good quality gratings. 

Basically, LPGs couple light between the 
fundamental core mode and forward propagating 
cladding modes, leading to dips in the transmission 
spectrum, at wavelengths that match the resonant 
condition. In this way, their properties are different 
from those of fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) that work 
in reflection. Given that pure silica PCFs are made 
fundamentally of one single material, LPGs written 
in such fibers present different strain and 
temperature sensitivities as compared to gratings in 
conventional fibers due to the fact that these are 
composed of at least two different glasses showing 
different thermal expansion coefficients [11]. In this 
way, PCF-based LPGs can even be temperature 
insensitive and have attracted particular attention 
because of their potential for realizing temperature- 
insensitive sensors [13, 14], as well as for achieving 
stable optical band rejection filters [15, 16] and 
gaining equalizers [17] without requiring any 
complex packaging. Furthermore, as devices written 
in fibers, PCF-based-LPGs present low insertion 
loss, immunity to electromagnetic interference and 
have small dimensions, which is of advantage for 
compact and miniaturized sensors on demand in 
industrial environments. 

The growth of the LPG depends on features like 
the duration of the exposure to the laser beam, the 
laser power, the period, and the length of the grating 
[11]. The last one, the length of the grating, is given 
by L=(N*Λ), where N is the number of points of the 
fiber reached by the laser beam, and Λ is the period 
of the LPG. Given the increasing importance of 
PCF-based LPGs for several sensing applications, 
this work described their fabrication using the CO2 
laser irradiation exposure in a commercial six-ring 

solid core, pure silica, large mode area photonic 
crystal fiber, and their characterizations over strain 
and temperature in order to obtain the corresponding 
sensitivity. It is not necessary to hydrogenate the 
PCF fiber in order to increase its photosensitivity. 
The data are compared with results from the 
literature and contribute to the amount of 
information required for the design and fabrication 
of improved sensors in photonic crystal fibers. 

2. Writing of PCF-based long period 
gratings 

The large mode area PCF from NKT Photonics 
(LMA-10) with the core diameter ρ = 10.1 µm, hole 
diameter d = 2.95 µm, and pitch ΛPCF=6.9 µm was 
employed in this work. The fiber had a pure silica 
core and six rings of air holes surrounding the core. 
The fiber was single mode over a large range of 
optical wavelengths, and its cross section is shown 
in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Optical microscopy photograph of the cleaved end of 

the LMA-10 (the microstructure cladding consists of air holes 
with the diameter d=2.95 µm arranged in a triangular lattice with 
the spatial pitch ΛPCF; the solid silica core is formed by the 
“missing” air hole indicated by the gray circle with the  
diameter ρ). 

Samples of the LMA-10 were spliced to the 
standard single mode fiber (SMF) at its two ends 
using a fusion splicer (FSM-50S, Fujikura) by 
controlling the splicer parameters in order to reduce 
splice losses. Optimal splicing has occurred when 
the PCF mode field diameter was enlarged and 
matched the corresponding SMF mode field 
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diameter at the interface. The average loss obtained 
was 1.5 dB/splice. The employed CO2 laser 
(Coherent – Diamond C30A) had a nominal power 
of 30 W and was set to operate at a repetition rate of 
5 kHz. A micro-controller produced a pulse-width 
modulating signal that drived the laser to the desired 
output power. To write gratings, the power of the 
laser, P, and the fiber exposition time, t, were set in 
the computer controlled laser system. This system is 
very flexible, allowing a large variation of the 
writing parameters in order to customize devices. 
Light from an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) 
source was launched into the fiber with the purpose 
of monitoring the transmission spectrum during the 
fabrication process with an optical spectrum 
analyzer (OSA). A ZnSe cylindrical lens (ULO 
Optics) with a focal length of 100 mm was used to 
collimate the CO2 beam on the fiber. A weight of  
13 g was attached to the loose fiber end on a fixed 
translator stage, keeping the fiber under tension 
during the imprinting process. The other end of the 
fiber was fixed on a V-groove with a fiber holder, 
which was pulled by a motorized translation stage. 
By employing the point-by-point technique, this 
stage was configured to stop at every point of the 
desired LPG period in order for the laser to shoot a 
train of pulses on the fiber. Figure 2 shows a diagram 
of the experimental setup, which is similar to that 
used by Yang et al. [18]. Some parameters were kept 
constant during the writing process. For instance, the 
duty cycle of the PWM for the CO2 laser was set to 
30% of the available maximum, and the fiber 
exposition time t to the laser beam was adjusted to 
150 ms. The number of points N and the pitch Λ of 
the LPG were changed over several writing 
sequences in order to write different gratings. Only 
one scan of the irradiation beam over the fiber was 
used to write the gratings. 

As the laser pulses hit the fiber, the local heating 
causes the collapse of the holes in the cladding 
region, and a periodic disturbance along the guide as 
the motorized stage is moved along. By proper 

adjustment of two parameters (e.g., the power of the 
laser and the exposure time), it is possible to control 
the size of the collapsed region in the fiber. Figure 3 
shows a picture of the region, in which the laser has 
modified the fiber structure. 

 
Fig. 2 Schematic of the experimental setup for writing 

PCF-based LPGs. 

 
Fig. 3 Optical microscope photography of an irradiated area 

of the fiber, showing the markings produced by the CO2 laser 
pulses. 

Basically, three mechanisms account for the 
modulation of the refractive index in CO2 
laser-induced LPGs: residual stress relaxation, glass 
densification and/or physical deformation of the 
fiber [11]. Although no further efforts were pursued, 
within the scope of this work, to find out the primary 
mechanism for the refractive index change, 
evidences from other works in photonic crystal 
fibers [19‒23] point out two main reasons: (a) the 
partial or complete collapse of air holes in the 
cladding, based on the mechanism known as 
“self-regulating” resulting from constant axial 
tension and (b) the local high-temperature induced 
by the laser pulses, as the main contribution to the 
refractive indices modification. 

The transmission spectra of four LPGs imprinted 
on the LMA-10 PCF and identified by labels A, B, C, 
and D, are shown in Fig. 4. The periods of LPG-A, 
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LPG-B, LPG-C, and LPG-D were ΛA = 350 µm,  
ΛB = 380 µm, ΛC = 390 µm, and ΛD = 400 µm, 
respectively. The number of points N of each LPG 
was determined by stopping the writing process to 
preserve the observed resonance at the minimum 
transmission. For LPG-A, N=3; for LPG-B, the 
number of points was N=17; for LPG-C, N=12, and 
for LPG-D, N=17. These four samples presented 
peak resonance wavelengths at λA = 1563 nm, λB = 
1547.6 nm, λC = 1543.5 nm, and λD = 1541 nm, 
respectively. The full widths at half maximum 
(FWHM) for each sample, illustrated by the 
horizontal line segments in Fig. 4, were measured as 
4.1 nm, 1.4 nm, 1.8 nm, and 6.1 nm for LPGs A, B, C, 
and D, respectively. These gratings were used for the 
strain characterization study. LPG-A presented an 
FWHM of 4.1 nm and a total length of L=1.05 mm. 
For comparison purposes with data found in the 
literature, the grating fabricated by Zhu et al. [23] 
presented an FWHM of 0.7 nm in a 2.8-mm-length 
LPG. 

It can be observed from Fig. 4 that the insertion 
losses for LPGs A, B, C, and D imprinted on 
LMA-10 PCF are more than 10 dB. This can be due 
to the experimental setup used to write the gratings 
and can be reduced in future works. In that setup as 
illustrated in Fig. 2, the right end of the PCF fiber 
was fixed on a V-groove fiber holder, and it moved 
with the translation stage. The left end of the PCF 
fiber was free and maintained stretched only by a  
13 g weight. At each shot of pulses from CO2 laser 
beam, the 13 g weight swinging caused a fiber 
displacement, and the CO2 laser beam could reach 
the PCF fiber not exactly perpendicularly. Because 
of that inclination, the train of pulses could collapse 
a larger number of air holes from microstructured 
cladding PCF fiber, causing higher losses. 

Moreover, PCF fiber was spliced between two 
samples of SMF fiber, also illustrated in Fig. 2. The 
splice in the right end of the PCF fiber held in a 
V-groove didnot suffer the effects produced by the 
13 g weight. In the other hand, the left end of the 

PCF fiber was free over the translation stage, and it 
was tensioned full time by a 13 g weight. That could 
causes misalignment between the PCF and SMF 
mode field diameters, also increasing insertion 
losses. These losses could be decreased by using not 
one, but two translations stages that moved at each 
shot of CO2 laser pulses. In this way, both ends of 
the PCF fiber would be hold in a V-groove holder, 
avoiding the displacement and misalignment 
problems. 

Two other samples were written with the CO2 

laser system in order to characterize their 
temperature sensitivity: LPG-E and LPG-F. Figure 5 
shows the transmission spectra of such gratings. The 
numbers of points N of both two samples were set to 
be 20 in order to provide a contact length 
approximately equal for both gratings when placed 
over the Peltier junction element, since they had 
approximately the same period Λ. 

 
Fig. 4 Transmission spectra of gratings A, B, C, and D (the 

resonance wavelength lies at different spectral positions, but all 
present good strength; at the resonance wavelength, LPG-A 
presents a rejection of 14 dB, LPG-B shows a value of 11 dB, 
LPG-C reaches 17 dB, and LPG-D has a rejection of about   
13 dB). 

The periods of LPG-E and LPG-F were ΛE =  
370 µm and ΛF = 380 µm, respectively. With such 
parameters, the LPG-E resonance peak presented the 
maximum rejection of –11 dB at λE = 1551.4 nm. 
LPG-F presented its minimum transmission at λF = 
1548.8 nm with the rejection of –9.5 dB. The full 
widths at half maximum of the resonance spectral 
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bands are also indicated in Fig. 5, measuring 3.8 nm 
and 5.4 nm for the gratings LPG-E and LPG-F, 
respectively. 

 
Fig. 5 LPG-E and LPG-F transmission spectra. 

3. Strain and temperature characterization 

Following the writing process, the next step of 
this work was to measure the characterizations of 
the LPG samples in relation to strain and 
temperature. Measurements were performed several 
times in order to achieve the improved statistical 
confidence of results. The experimental setup for 
investigating strain and temperature was almost the 
same as that used for writing the gratings and is 
schematically shown in Fig. 6. Two stages were used 
to hold and maintain the LPG stretched: one end of 
the fiber was fixed, and the other end was attached 
to the 13 g weight in order to obtain the same peak 
resonance wavelength achieved in the writing 
process. The temperature characterization of the 
LPG samples was done with the same setup. 
However, in such a case, the LPGs were fixed on a 
Peltier junction element. A thermocouple was used 
to monitor the temperature. 

 
Fig. 6 Schematic of the experimental setup used for strain 

and temperature characterizations [the (*) symbol indicates the 
apparatus used only for the temperature test]. 

The resonant phase-matching condition for the 
coupling between the fundamental core and cladding 
modes of the long period grating is given by the 
well-known relation [24, 25]: 

core clad,
res eff eff*( )mΛn nλ = −           (1) 

in which resλ  represents the peak resonance 
wavelength of the LPG in the transmission spectrum, 
Λ is the spatial pitch of the grating, core

effn  is the 
effective index of the core fundamental mode, and 

clad,
eff

mn  is the effective index of the mth-order 
cladding mode. The core clad

ff eff eff( )en n n= −∆  of the 
PCF is strongly dependent on the wavelength λ [3]. 
From the experimental curves in Fig. 4, the 
differences ∆neff between core and cladding effective 
refractive indices for LPGs A, B, C, and D were 
calculated as 4.46 × 10–3, 4.07 × 10–3, 3.95 × 10–3, 
and 3 × 10–3, respectively. No other significant 
resonances were found in the measured spectra 
within the used wavelength range available. As the 
coupling of the fundamental mode to the first order 
cladding mode is the most privileged one for 
gratings written under the condition of normal 
incidence of the laser beam on the fiber, we 
concluded that in our case the observed stronger 
resonances were due to the coupling between the 
fundamental core mode and the LP11 cladding mode 
[26]. 

Given the relationship stated in (1), one notes 
that when submitted to axial strain, considering 
temperature constant, the resonant wavelength will 
shift because the LPG period Λ increases. The 
refractive index of both core and cladding modes 
will also decrease due to the photoelastic effect. The 
shift dependence on strain is described by the 
derivative of λres in relation to strain [27]: 

core clad,
res eff eff/ [( / ) ( / )]md d dn d dn dλ ε ε ε Λ= − +  

core clad,
eff eff ( /)mn n d dΛ ε− .        (2) 

In the same way, as the grating is submitted to 
temperature change, in a strain-constant 
configuration, the resonant wavelength shifts due to 
the thermal expansion or contraction of the grating 
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and also due to the themo-optic effect. And the shift 
over temperature is described by the derivative of 
λres in relation to temperature [27]: 

core clad,
res eff eff/ [( / ) ( / )]md d dn d dn dλ Τ Τ Τ Λ= − +  

core clad,
eff eff ( /)mn ddn Λ Τ− .         (3) 

In (2) and (3), ε is the axial strain, and Τ is the 
temperature to which the grating is subject. One also 
defines the elasto-optic and thermo-optic 
coefficients, respectively, as [14, 27] 

(1 / )( / )n dn dη ε=            (4) 
(1/ )( / )n dn dξ Τ=            (5) 

which defines the dependence of the PCF effective 
core and cladding refractive indices on strain. These 
coefficients are ηcore and ηclad, respectively. A similar 
definition is used for the temperature dependence of 
the PCF effective core and cladding refractive 
indices on temperature, and the coefficients are ξcore 
and ξclad , respectively. 

3.1 Strain measurements 

Figure 7 shows the behaviors of the resonance 
wavelengths of LPG-B, LPG-C, and LPG-D as the 
strain applied to the gratings increases. The standard 
deviation of data is also shown in the figure. Notice 
that the resonance wavelength shifts to lower values 
as the strain increases, showing that these LPGs 
have negative strain sensitivity. These results are 
consistent with data found in the literature for LPGs 
written in solid core PCFs [23, 27, 28]. For instance, 
the strain sensitivity of such LPG is determined by 
the elasto-optic coefficients ηcore and ηclad and the 
period of the grating. An applied axial strain on the 
LPG affects the fundamental core and cladding 
modes in the fiber, because the size of waveguide 
changes, and so the group effective index changes 
[14]. Particularly, the group effective index of the 
cladding mode shows a highly dispersive behavior 
due to the existence of the air holes in the cladding, 
which strongly contributes to the negative value of 
the sensitivity calculated through (2). 

Figure 8 shows the incremental change in the 
resonance wavelength in relation to the start position 

in order to compare the grating sensitivities as a 
function of their period Λ. Calculated sensitivities of 
LPG-B, LPG-C, and LPG-D are –5.86 pm/µε,   
–5.4 pm/µε, and –6.6 pm/µε, respectively. The 
difference of only 10 µm between periods may not 
contribute much to distinguishing a significant trend 
in the experimental results, although an increase in 
sensitivity is perceived between LPG-B and LPG-D, 
which is accordance with the behavior described in 
(2). A comparison with results available in the 
literature shows that the sensitivity of LPG-D to 
strain is about 7 times larger than that reported in 
[28] (–0.992 pm/µε), about 8 times larger than that 
observed in a modal interferometer [29]      
(–0.81 pm/µε), and about 2.5 times larger than that 
reported in [30] (–2.8 pm/µε), which is made from a 
simple piece of photonic crystal fiber spliced to 
standard fibers. 

 
Fig. 7 LPG-B, LPG-C, and LPG-D resonance wavelengths 

as a function of the applied tensile strain (typical standard 
deviations were 6% for LPG-B, 7% for LPG-C, and 7% for 
LPG-D). 

Although LPG-A was written with the same 
process, it represented a special case. The pitch of 
this grating was Λ = 350 µm, but presented a strong 
resonance wavelength with only three markings 
(N=3) of the CO2 laser. In this way, LPG-A had a 
very short length of only 1.05 mm. Because of it, the 
tensile strain applied to LPG-A was in the range of 0 
to 9 µε, whereas for LPG-B, LPG-C, and LPG-D, 
they were in the range of 0 to 600 µε. Figure 9 shows 
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the wavelength shift of LPG-A over strain. The 
statistical standard deviation of data for the reported 
measurements was 3.2%. From the linear best-fit of 
the resonance wavelength as a function of strain, the 
sensitivity of LPG-A was obtained as –88 pm/µε. As 
a comparison, Wang et al. [22] fabricated an LPG by 
carving periodic and asymmetric grooves (N=80 and 
Λ = 400 µm) on one side of the optical fiber through 
repeated scanning of the CO2 beam over the fiber 
surface. The resulted length was 3.2 cm, and the 
grating showed a sensitivity of –102.89 nm/µε, 
which was about 17% higher than that of LPG-A. 

 
Fig. 8 Wavelength shift versus tensile strain for LPG-B, 

LPG-C, and LPG-D. 

 
Fig. 9 Wavelength versus tensile strain for a very short 

grating, LPG-A (the inset shows the evolution of the resonance 
spectral band as the applied strain increases). 

3.2 Temperature measurements 

The temperature characterizations of LPG-E and 

LPG-F were performed by heating the gratings with 
the Peltier junction element. The temperature range 
was set from 0 ℃ to 75 ℃ with a step of 5 ℃. 
Room temperature was stable at 22 ℃. The behavior 
of the incremental change in the resonance 
wavelength with temperature is plotted in Fig. 10. 

 
Fig. 10 Measured wavelength shifts of LPGs over 

temperature for different grating periods. 
The curves show that the resonance wavelengths 

shift toward shorter wavelengths with an increase in 
temperatures, showing a negative temperature 
sensitivity. Equation (3) describes the sensitivity 
behavior over temperature. The temperature 
sensitivity is dependent on the thermooptic 
coefficients of the pure silica core, ξcore=7.8×10–6/℃, 
the cladding, ξclad, and also on the waveguide 
properties and the period of the grating, which is 
affected by the thermal expansion coefficient of pure 
silica α = 4.1×10–7/℃. Just like the case of the strain 
sensitivity, the waveguide properties play again an 
important role in determining the positive or 
negative temperature sensitivity behavior. As ncore is 
always larger than nclad, the negative contribution 
originates from the fact that the thermooptic 
coefficient of the core, ξcore, is smaller than the 
thermooptic coefficient of the cladding ξclad for this 
type of PCF. 

Both gratings exhibited a good linearity in their 
thermal responses in the considered range, as seen 
from the curves in Fig. 10. From the best-fitting 
calculation, the sensitivities of LPG-E and LPG-F 
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were –19.6 pm/℃ and –18.4 pm/℃, respectively. 
One also notes that the slope of the curve becomes 
larger as the period decreases. Shu et al. [31] have 
also demonstrated LPGs with periods between   
240 µm and 500 µm, whose sensitivity to 
temperature was higher for shorter periods, in 
accordance with the values shown by the gratings of 
this work. The spectral measurements over 
temperature were performed three times for each 
grating in order to improve statistical confidence. A 
comparison to data available in the literature showed 
that LPG-E presented, for instance, a similar 
temperature sensitivity (–19.6 pm/℃) as that found 
in LPGs written in pure silica PCF by CO2 laser 
(–21.51 pm/ ℃ ) [28], but different from the 
sensitivity (–10.9 pm/℃) found by Zhu et al. [32] 
for LPGs in photonic crystal fiber by the use of 
focused pulses of a CO2 laser and a periodic stress 
relaxation technique without geometrical 
deformation and elongation of the fiber. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, strain and temperature 
characteristics of long period fiber gratings written 
in a pure silica solid, not hydrogenated, core 
photonic crystal fiber with CO2 laser were 
investigated. Gratings were written with different 
numbers of points N and periods Λ. Regarding the 
applied tensile strain testing, it was observed that 
there was a shift of the resonance wavelength to 
shorter values when the strain increased. The 
obtained strain sensitivities were slightly larger than 
those obtained in [28] and also larger than the strain 
sensitivities by the use of other measurement 
techniques in [29]. A very short LPG (L=1 mm), 
with only three points marked by the CO2 laser 
pulses in the fiber presented a high strain of –88 

pm/µε, demonstrating the possibility of compact and 
high sensitive strain sensors. 

The temperature tests also showed that the 
sensitivities of the two investigated samples of LPGs 
were negative: as the temperature increased, the 

resonance wavelength decreased. The temperature 
sensitivity obtained with LPG-E was –19.6 pm/℃ 
and can possibly be used for the fabrication of 
high-resolution temperature sensors. All fabricated 
gratings showed the good performance and similar 
values, as compared to the previous results found in 
the literature, in terms of strain and temperature 
sensitivities. The improvement in the laser setup, 
particularly to make the pulses hit the fiber on all 
sides (front and back), providing a homogenous 
heating distribution on the fiber surface, is a 
valuable effort for obtaining better quality gratings 
for sensing applications in the future. 
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